Ready to Go

Simple Spec

Reform
What do you want to do with your space?

SimpleSpec is a curated collection of our most popular Ready to Go solutions, made simple. We have simplified our product offer so you can focus on what matters most, the design. First, choose your solution, then select a color or pattern design to create your signature. From partitions to ceiling features, you will find a variety of options to complete your space quickly and beautifully.

Step 1
Choose your solution

Step 2
Select a color or pattern

For Revit Model files, installation instructions, and pricing visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec.

Contact your sales representative for CAD (.dwg) files and drawings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTITIONS</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
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<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEILING FEATURES</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECEPTION DESKS</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOORS</td>
<td>116</td>
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<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

200.08 SimpleSpec (Qty. three) with Timber Longitude, Mocha, Stainless
PARTITIONS
200.08 SIMPLESPEC
Frameless, suspended partition

Your Design Choices
- Opening or Partition Size
  12" × 18" (305mm × 457mm) minimum, maximum ceiling height of 174" (4420mm) for a 96" (2438mm) tall panel, widths larger than 48" will use additional panels, no maximum overall width
- Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
- Hardware Finish
  Stainless, Black Oxide

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
- One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel is the smallest unit. For wider applications, additional panels will be added and cut to fit overall specified size. Smaller sizes will be cut from the full panel
- Supplied with optional drop ceiling hole cover. Should be anchored to deck above drop ceiling

Details

Material Design

Hardware Finish
Stainless
Black Oxide

Configuration
Straight with option to add panels

Shown with optional added panel
200.08 SimpleSpec with Mesh Pane, Stainless
200.50 SimpleSpec with Surge, Paprika, Black Oxide
200.50 SIMPLESPEC
Duet suspended partition

Your Design Choices

✓ Opening or Partition Size
18” (457mm) tall minimum, maximum ceiling height of 174” (4420mm) for a 96” (2438mm) tall panel; 36” (914mm) fixed width, widths larger than 36” (914mm) will use additional panels in 36” increments, no maximum overall width

✓ Pattern Options and Material Design
For pattern and color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

✓ Hardware Finish
  Stainless, Black Oxide

Material
Duet

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 36” × 96” × 1/8” (914mm × 2438mm × 3.18mm) Duet panel is the smallest unit. For wider applications, additional panels will be added. Smaller heights can be cut to overall specified size
• Easy to install with updated mini Suspend hardware
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US Only)

Pattern Options
Fila
Surge

Hitch
Tazzo

Paragon
Geotic

Hardware Finish
Stainless
Black Oxide

Details

Cable Tensioner
Drop Ceiling

Mini Side Fastener

Configuration
Straight with option to add panels
200.01 SimpleSpec (Qty. three) with Snag A, B, C, Stratus
200.01 SIMPLESPEC
Side-supported, pressure-fit partition

Your Design Choices

✓ Opening or Partition Size
12" × 24" (305mm × 610mm) minimum, maximum ceiling height of 10'1" (3075mm) for a 96" (2440mm) tall panel; widths larger than 48" will use additional panels, no maximum overall width

✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel is the smallest unit. For wider applications additional panels will be added and cut to fit overall specified size. Smaller sizes will be cut from the full panel
• Aluminum profiles create rigidity for partitions

Details

Bar
Two-Piece Clamping Bracket

Configuration

Straight with option to add panels

Your Design Choices

Opening or Partition Size

Material Design

For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features

• One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel is the smallest unit. For wider applications additional panels will be added and cut to fit overall specified size. Smaller sizes will be cut from the full panel
• Aluminum profiles create rigidity for partitions

Details

Bar
Two-Piece Clamping Bracket

Configuration

Straight with option to add panels

Shown with optional added panel
250.02 SIMPLESPEC
Suspended Twist

Your Design Choices
✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
- 90° H × 16” W × 1/2” gauge (2285mm × 405mm × 12.5mm) rotated to 135° Twist
- Comes with Top Gripper with cable attachments to ceiling and matching surface brackets
- Polished edges
- Solution flattens out at the top and bottom 4” for attachment purposes

Details

1” Top Gripper
Surface Bracket

For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
200.51 SIMPLESPEC
Divy suspended partition

Your Design Choices
✓ Pattern Options and Material Design
  For pattern and color options visit 3-from.com/SimpleSpec
✓ Partition Width
  Any width, in 36.375” (924mm) segments
✓ Hardware Finish
  Stainless, Black Oxide

Material
Sola Felt with Birch Frame

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC: .75
Alpha W: .70 (H)

Product Features
• Sola Felt attached to Birch Frame, suspended on cables
• One 36.375” × 72.375” (924mm × 1838mm) Divy panel is the smallest unit. For Wider applications, additional panels will be added
• NRC rating of .75 [Alpha W .70 (H)]
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)
• Easy to install
• Available in 15 standard Sola Felt Colors

Pattern Options
- Plane
- Vim
- Net
- Margin
- Accord
- Quint

Color
- Ruby
- Aries
- Citrine
- Admiral
- Oxford
- Hunter
- Zinc
- Moon
- Cashmere
- Nickel
- Armor
- Burnt Umber
- Mineral
- Cast
- Ebony
- Stainless
- Black Oxide

Your Design Choices
✓ Pattern Options and Material Design
  For pattern and color options visit 3-from.com/SimpleSpec
✓ Partition Width
  Any width, in 36.375” (924mm) segments
✓ Hardware Finish
  Stainless, Black Oxide

Material
Sola Felt with Birch Frame

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC: .75
Alpha W: .70 (H)

Product Features
• Sola Felt attached to Birch Frame, suspended on cables
• One 36.375” × 72.375” (924mm × 1838mm) Divy panel is the smallest unit. For Wider applications, additional panels will be added
• NRC rating of .75 [Alpha W .70 (H)]
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)
• Easy to install
• Available in 15 standard Sola Felt Colors
200.51 SimpleSpec (Qty. three) with Net, Mineral, Black Oxide
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

200.25 SimpleSpec (Qty. two) with Strum, Pantone 185C, Opaque
**200.25 SIMPLESPEC**

Frameless partition with top and bottom channels

**Your Design Choices**

- **Opening Size**
  - 12" × 18" (305mm × 455mm) minimum, maximum height of opening 98.25" (2495mm), widths larger than 48" will use additional panels, no maximum overall width

- **Material Design**
  - For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

**Material**
- Varia

**Lead Time**
- Three weeks (not including transit time)

**Product Features**

- One 48" × 96" × 1/2" (1220mm × 2440mm × 12.5mm) Varia panel is the smallest unit.
- For wider applications, additional panels will be added and cut to fit overall specified size.
- Smaller sizes will be cut from the full panel
- Top Support hardware system for minimal hardware visibility
- PLEASE NOTE: While providing a beautiful, minimal aesthetic, the Top Support hardware system does not prevent material deflection. With 50lbs (23kg) of force the Varia material will deflect up to 3" (75mm) at full height. This application should only be used in low-traffic or low-interaction areas. For a more rigid solution, use SimpleSpec 200.52

**Details**

- **Align** (only used for two or more panels)

**Configuration**

- Straight with option to add panels

Shown with optional added panel

18  Ready to Go: SimpleSpec
200.52 SIMPLESPEC
Fully framed, top-support partition

Your Design Choices
- Opening Size
  12" × 18" (305mm × 455mm) minimum, maximum height of opening 98.25" (2495mm), widths larger than 48" will use additional panels, no maximum overall width
- Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
- One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 12.5mm) Varia panel is the smallest unit. For wider applications, additional panels will be added and cut to fit overall specified size. Smaller sizes will be cut from the full panel
- Top Support hardware system with vertical bracing for extra panel rigidity

Details
- Vertical Bracing (profile view)
- Mounting
- Vertical Bracing (profile view; only used for two or more panels)

Configuration
Straight with option to add panels

Shown with optional added panel
200.30 SIMPLESPEC
Parametre hanging, three-dimensional textile partition

Your Design Choices
- Panel Size
  No minimum, maximum of 168” × 168” (4265mm × 4265mm)
- Material Design
  White, Silver Metallic, or other color options; for all color options, visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
- Pattern Design
  Hexa, Mega, and Quad patterns

Material
- Parametre
- Lead Time
  Two weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
- Lightweight and expandable three-dimensional textile system
- Made of 100% non-woven polyester
- Available in 14 standard colors
- Industrial strength magnets supported by anchors allows for easy installation
- Class A fire rated, UV treated for interior use

Pattern Design Options
- Hexa
- Mega
- Quad

Details
- Magnet and Bar Attachment

3-form.com/SimpleSpec 21
200.37 SimpleSpec (Qty. three) with Uniform, Zebrano
200.37 SIMPLESPEC
Edge modular partition

Your Design Choices
✓ Partition Width
  Any width, in 42" (1070mm) segments
✓ Material Type
  Varia, Sola Felt
✓ Pattern Options and Material Design
  For pattern and color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia
Sola Felt

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Sola Felt
Absorption
NRC .45
Alpha W .45 (H)

Product Features
• Edge partition modules are 96" tall × 42" wide (2440mm × 1070mm) and comes standard with eight fins.
• NRC rating of .45. [Alpha W .45 (H)] when specified in 3form Sola felt
• Easy to install

Pattern Options
Uniform  Fan  Stepped  Contour  Jagged
Diagonal  Arc  Hourglass  Angle

Configuration
Straight with option to add panels
200.47 SimpleSpec with Ash, Natural, and Azalea.
Also shown: 100.34 SimpleSpec
200.47 SIMPLESPEC
Wood Frame partition system

Your Design Choices
✓ Opening Size
12" × 18" (305mm × 455mm) minimum, widths larger than 48" will use additional panels, no maximum overall width
✓ Wood Finish Color
Natural, White Wash, Warm Gray, Gunmetal Gray, Dark Chocolate, Butterscotch
✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel is the smallest unit. For taller or wider applications additional panels will be added and cut to fit overall specified size
• Smaller sizes will be cut from full panel
• Wood profiles are supplied uncut to ensure a perfect fit on site
• Seamlessly integrate with a matching pivot door (100.34 SimpleSpec) or a sliding door (100.01 SimpleSpec or 100.08 SimpleSpec recommended)
• Floor-to-ceiling mounting required
• Accommodates 3/4" (19mm) total floor-to-ceiling height variation

Color
Natural White Wash Warm Gray Gunmetal Gray
Dark Chocolate Butterscotch
200.22 SIMPLESPEC
Small privacy partitions

Your Design Choices
✓ Material Design
   For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• Ten 24” × 18” × 3/8” (610mm × 455mm × 9.5mm) Varia privacy partitions
• Ideal for HIPAA regulation privacy partitions for healthcare environments

Configuration
Straight

Details
Slim One (profile view)
3/8” Side Bracket

For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

200.48 SimpleSpec (Qty. three) with Tilt, Nickel
200.48 SIMPLESPEC
Seeyond partition, straight

Your Design Choices
✓ Height and Width
✓ Pattern Options
  Court, Tilt, Cusp, Billow, Kink
✓ Sola Felt Color
  For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/seeyond

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Products Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sola Felt</td>
<td>• NRC rating of 1.10, (Alpha W 1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Time</td>
<td>• Made of 1/4” (6mm) PET felt offered in fifteen colors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(not including transit time)</td>
<td>• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption</td>
<td>• Easy to install</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC 1.10</td>
<td>• Minimum width and height of 50” (1270mm); maximum height of 84” (2135mm), maximum width of 240” (6095mm). Depth of feature at the floor is always 9” (230mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cusp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kink</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ruby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashmere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt Umber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebony</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
200.49 SIMPLESPEC
Seeyond partition, curved

Your Design Choices
✓ Height and Width
✓ Pattern Options
  Court, Tilt, Cusp, Billow, Kink
✓ Sola Felt Color
  For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/seeyond

Material
Sola Felt

Lead Time
Two weeks
(not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC 1.10
Alpha W 1.00

Product Features
• NRC rating of 1.10. (Alpha W 1.00)
• Made of 1/4" (6mm) PET felt offered in fifteen colors
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)
• Easy to install
• Minimum width and height of 50" (1270mm); maximum height of 84" (2135mm), maximum width of 240" (6095mm). Depth of feature at the floor is always 9" (230mm)

Pattern Options
Court, Tilt, Cusp, Billow, Kink

Color
Ruby
Aries
Citrine
Admiral
Oxford
Zinc
Moon
Cashmere
Burnt Umber
Hunter
Nickel
Armor
Mineral
Cast
Ebony
200.39 SIMPLESPEC
Freestanding, modular partition

Your Design Choices

✓ Partition Size
12" × 24" (305mm × 610mm) minimum, maximum height of 96" (2440mm), widths larger than 48" will use additional panels, no maximum overall width

✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel is the smallest unit. For wider applications, additional panels will be added and cut to fit overall specified size. Smaller sizes will be cut from the full panel
• 96" (2440mm) maximum height
• Free-standing partition requires no attachment to ceiling
• Must be anchored into concrete floor

Details

Beam (profile view)
Two Piece Clamping Bracket

Configuration
Straight with option to add panels
200.42 SIMPLESPEC
Freestanding, movable partition

Your Design Choices
✓ Partition Size
  12" × 24" (305mm × 610mm) minimum, 48" × 96"
  (1220mm × 2440mm) maximum
✓ Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel is the smallest unit. Smaller sizes will be cut from the full panel
• Lockable casters for easy movement and positioning
• Caster can be removed and free-standing foot requires no anchoring to floor

Details
Beam (profile view)
Two Piece Clamping Bracket
Caster

Configuration
Straight
200.29 SIMPLESPEC®
Glass pony wall

Your Design Choices
✓ Size
Small, medium, or large glass pony wall partition
✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Glass

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• Three sizes (length and width measured at base): small, medium, and large
• 7/16” or 1/2” (11mm or 12.5mm) glass gauge, annealed
• Must be anchored to floor
• Exposed glass edges are polished
• Millwork included (paint grade)
• One tube of clear silicone included to caulk glass into millwork

Sizes
Small
36”H, 72”L, 10”W
(915mm × 1830mm × 255mm)

Medium
48”H, 96”L, 10”W
(1220mm × 2440mm × 255mm)

Large
48”H, 120”L, 10”W
(1220mm × 3050mm × 255mm)

*Not available outside the US and CAN
200.43 SIMPLESPEC
Chroma Fin partition with RGB lighting

Your Design Choices

- Fin Partition Height
  6" min, 16" max (152mm, 405mm)

Material
Clear Chroma only

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
- One Fin at 96" long (2440mm) with 1" thick (25mm) clear Chroma (no color)
- Fin Partition in a cantilevered condition for horizontal surfaces such as desktops or pony walls
- Innovative, proprietary LED illumination
- Easy attachment to horizontal surface with valance to cover attachment hardware
- Comes with standard, monochromatic RGB controller

Details
Mounting
Straight

Configuration
200.43 SimpleSpec (Qty. three) with Clear Chroma, RGB lighting
WALL FEATURES
300.01 SIMPLESPEC
Stand-off wall feature

Your Design Choices

✔ Wall Feature Size
12" x 12" (305mm x 305mm) minimum, no maximum

✔ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
- One 48" x 96" x 1/2" (1220mm x 2440mm
+ 12.5mm) Varia panel. For taller or wider
applications additional panels will be
added and cut to fit overall specified
size. Smaller sizes will be cut from the
full panel
- Easy-to-install Point Support hardware
system included
- Anchoring substrate or blocking must
accommodate weight of panels
- Anchors provided for all substrates

Details

Standard 1" (25.4mm)
Cap Style

1" Barrel
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

300.1L SimpleSpec with Scan Etch, Glow + Nectar + Mirror
300.11 SIMPLESPEC
Glass wall feature with LevelGlass hardware

Your Design Choices
- **Wall Feature Size**
  Height & width, 16 square feet maximum (1.5 square meters), 8" × 8" (203.2mm × 203.2mm)
- **Material Design**
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

**Material**
Glass

**Lead Time**
Three weeks (not including transit time)

**Product Features**
- 7/16" or 1/2" (11mm or 12.5mm) glass panel
- Ensure plumb wall for mounting with blocking to support the weight of glass

**Details**
Cleat Mounting
Tile Shape

Standard

300.06 SIMPLESPEC
Wovin Wall by [wovin]
modular wall feature

Your Design Choices
☑ Wall Feature Size
Any space with a 20 sq ft minimum (1.9 sq meters)
☑ Material Type
Varia, Merino Felt, Aluminum, Wood Veneer, Polyresin, Color Laminate
☑ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia
Merino Felt
Aluminum
Wood Veneer
Polyresin
Color Laminate

Product Features
• Strong acoustical properties: NRC of .55 [Alpha W .40 (M)] by itself, and NRC of .70 [Alpha W .60 (M)] when combined with 3form acoustic foam
• Standard frame and standard tile shape
• Easy to change out tiles as design dictates
• Design online using the Wovin Wall configuration tool
• Varia option supplied in 1/16" (1.58mm) gauge with color + Ghost

Absorption
NRC .55
Alpha W .40 (M)

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC .55
Alpha W .40 (M)

*Not available outside the US and CAN
300.31 SIMPLESPEC
Edge modular wall feature

Your Design Choices

✔️ Partition Width
  Any width in 42" (1070mm) segments

✔️ Material Type
  Varia, Sola Felt

✔️ Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
  Varia
  Sola Felt

Lead Time
  Three weeks
  (not including transit time)

Sola Felt
  Absorption
  NRC .45
  Alpha W .45 (H)

Product Features

- Edge partition modules are 96" tall × 42" wide (2440mm × 1070mm) and comes standard with eight fins.
- NRC rating of .45. (Alpha W .45 (H)) when specified in 3form Sola felt
- Easy to install

Pattern Options

Uniform  Fan  Stepped  Contour  Jagged

Diagonal  Arc  Hourglass  Angle

Configuration

Straight with option to add panels
300.31 SimpleSpec (Qty. six) with Hourglass, Amethyst
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec
300.32 SimpleSpec with HighRes
300.32 SIMPLESPEC
Framed Varia lightbox

Your Design Choices
✓ Size
  Small or large lightbox wall feature
✓ Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• Two sizes: small and large
• Pre-configured, proprietary lighting solution for even illumination
• Varia includes a diffusion layer called Powder, for even lighting
• Easy to mount to wall with included hardware

Sizes

Small
48" × 48" × 1.75"
(1220mm × 1220mm × 44.45mm)

Large
48" × 96" × 1.75"
(1220mm × 2440mm × 44.45mm)
300.33 SIMPLESPEC
Unframed Chroma lightbox

Your Design Choices
✔ Size
   A, B, or C
✔ Material Color
   Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio at 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Chroma

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• Three sizes: A, B, and C
• Chroma color includes a diffusion layer called Powder, for even lighting
• Pre-configured, proprietary lighting solution for even illumination
• Minimal visible hardware

Sizes

Corner Seam Details

A 48" W × 48" H × 5" D
(1220mm × 1220mm × 125mm)

B 24" × 96" × 5" D
(610mm × 2440mm × 125mm)

C 36" W × 84" H × 5" D
(915mm × 2135mm × 125mm)

Your Design Choices

Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio at 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
300.33 SimpleSpec (Qty. nine) with Lt Atlantic + Powder and Midnight + Powder
300.35 SIMPLESPEC
Profile modular panel

Your Design Choices
✓ Wall Feature Size
  48" x 96" (1220mm x 2440mm) minimum, no maximum
✓ Material Type
  Merino Felt, Ready to Paint, Standard finish, Unfinished, Wood Finish
✓ Pattern Options and Material Design
  For pattern and color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Profile

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 48" x 96" (1220mm x 2440mm) Profile Panel is the smallest unit of measure. For taller or wider applications additional panels will be added and cut to size
• Specify Profile panels in 18 standard finishes or finish on site with primer and paint
• Patterns can be specified to run either vertically or horizontally
• Easy-to-install, modular system can be used in a variety of applications

Pattern Options
Carve Burst
Braid Zing
Luxe Crest
Tread Switch

Standard Finish
Merino Felt
Wood
**300.44 SIMPLESPEC**

**Hush Clad**

**Your Design Choices**
- **Wall Feature Size**
  - 44" × 96" (1118mm × 2440mm) minimum, no maximum
- **Sola Felt Color**
  - For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
- **Pattern Options**
  - Plane, Vim, Net, Margin, Accord, Quint

**Material**
- Sola Felt

**Lead Time**
- Three weeks (not including transit time)

**Absorption**
- NRC .35
- Alpha W .25 (H)

**Product Features**
- One 44" × 96" (1220mm × 2440mm) Sola Felt Panel is the smallest unit of measure. For taller or wider applications additional panels will be added and cut to size.
- NRC rating of .35 [Alpha W .25 (H)]
- Available in 15 standard Sola Felt Colors
- Specify pattern design from 6 standard options
- Easy-to-install, modular system can be used in a variety of applications

**Pattern Options**
- Plane
- Vim
- Net
- Margin
- Accord
- Quint

**Color**
- Ruby
- Aries
- Citrine
- Admiral
- Oxford
- Hunter
- Zinc
- Moon
- Cashmere
- Nickel
- Armor
- Burnt Umber
- Mineral
- Cast
- Ebony

*Shown with optional added panel*
300.41 SIMPLESPEC
CladWall

Your Design Choices
✓ Wall Feature Size
  Height & width, 24” × 24” (610mm × 610mm) minimum, no maximum
✓ Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• Eight 24” × 24” (610mm × 610mm) sections are cut from a single 48” × 96” × 1/8” gauge (1220mm × 2440mm × 3.2mm) Varia panel. Price will change by total quantity of panels required for specified size
• Varia design includes a white layer called White Out as standard, to make panels opaque
• Minimal hardware
• Includes mounting system that allows for invisible panel attachments to wall
300.36 SIMPLESPEC
Chroma Fin with RGB lighting, wall-mounted

Your Design Choices

- Fin Depth
  6" min, 16" max (152mm, 405mm)

Material
Clear Chroma only

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
- One fin at 96" tall (2440mm) with 1" thick (25mm) clear Chroma (no color)
- Proprietary LED illumination
- Easy attachment to wall with valance to cover attachment hardware
- Comes with standard, monochromatic RGB controller

Details

Mounting
150.01 SIMPLESPEC®
GECKO® by 3-form baumann
privacy textile for glazing

Your Design Choices
✔ Adhesive Textile Size
  12" (305mm) minimum length, select any 12" (305mm) increment, fixed width of 54" (1370mm)
✔ Material Design
  Crypta, Crypta Orbit, Crypta Letter, Crena Un, Diplo, Torna, Xena
✔ Material Color
  For GECKO color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
GECKO

Lead Time
One week
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• Semi-permanent, leaves no residue
• Easy-to-install decorative privacy screen for glazing

Material

Crypta
Crypta Orbit
Crypta Letter
Crena Un

Diplo
Torna
Xena

*Not available outside the US and CAN
300.43 SIMPLESPEC
Hush Blocks

Your Design Choices
✔️ Wall Feature Size
  Any space with a 4 sq ft (.37 sq m) minimum
✔️ Sola Felt Color
  For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/hush-blocks

Material
Sola Felt

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC .80
Alpha W .65 (M嵩)

Product Features
• Made of 1/4" (6mm) PET felt offered in fifteen colors
• NRC rating of .80 [Alpha W .65 (MH)]
• Quick and simple installation, involves screwing tile directly to the wall
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)
• Standard size: 24" × 24" × 2" (610mm × 610mm × 51mm)

Size
24" W × 24" H × 2" D
(610mm × 610mm × 51mm)

Color
Ruby   Aries   Citrine
Admiral  Oxford
Zinc   Moon   Cashmere
Burnt Umber  Hunter
Nickel   Armor  Mineral
Cast   Ebony

Shown with optional added blocks (Qnty. six)
300.43 SimpleSpec (Qty. thirty-two) with Armor, Cast, Hunter, Ebony
300.42 SIMPLESPEC
Seeyond wall feature

Your Design Choices
✔ Height and Width
✔ Pattern Options
  Court, Tilt, Cusp, Billow, Kink
✔ Sola Felt Color
For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/seeyond

Material
Sola Felt

Product Features
• NRC rating of 1.10 (Alpha W 1.00)
• Made of 1/4” (6mm) PET felt offered in fifteen colors
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)
• Easy to install
• Minimum width and height of 50” (1270mm); maximum width and height of 480” (12195mm). Average depth of feature is 4" (100mm) and will depend on the design

Absorption
NRC 1.10
Alpha W 1.00

Pattern Options

Color
Ruby
Aries
Citrine
Admiral
Oxford
Zinc
Moon
Cashmere
Burnt Umber
Hunter
Nickel
Armor
Mineral
Cast
Ebony
300.42 SimpleSpec with Cusp, Cast
350.07 SIMPLESPEC
Seeyond wall-to-ceiling feature

Your Design Choices
✔️ Height and Width
✔️ Pattern Options
Court, Tilt, Cusp, Billow, Kink
✔️ Sola Felt Color
For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/seeyond

Material
Sola Felt

Lead Time
Two weeks
(not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC 1.10
Alpha W 1.00

Product Features
• NRC rating of 1.10 (Alpha W 1.00)
• Made of ¼” (6mm) PET felt offered in fifteen colors
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)
• Easy to install
• For both the wall and ceiling portion of this feature, the minimum width and height is 50” (1270mm); maximum width and height is 480” (12195mm). Average depth of feature is 4” (100mm) and will depend on the design

Pattern Options
Court
Tilt
Cusp
Billow
Kink

Color
Ruby
Aries
Citrine
Admiral
Oxford
Zinc
Moon
Cashmere
Burnt Umber
Hunter
Nickel
Armor
Mineral
Cast
Ebony

For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/seeyond
350.01 SIMPLESPEC
Wall-to-ceiling Chroma lightbox

Your Design Choices

✔ Size
96” (2440mm) tall vertical section transitioning into a 192” (4880mm) horizontal section

✔ Material Color
Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio at 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Chroma

Lead Time
Six weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• Six Chroma boxes, each 36” W × 6” D × 48” L (915mm × 152mm × 1220mm), configured for a 96” (2440mm) tall vertical section transitioning into a 192” (4880mm) horizontal section
• 1/2” gauge Chroma
• Chroma color includes a diffusion layer called Powder, for even light diffusion
• Proprietary 3form lighting solution for even illumination
• Pre-configured hardware system for ease of installation
**350.06 SIMPLESPEC**

Wovin Wall by [wovin]
modular wall-to-ceiling feature

**Your Design Choices**

- **Wall Feature Size**
  Any space with a 20 sq ft minimum (1.9 sq meters)

- **Material Type**
  Varia, Merino Felt, Aluminum, Wood Veneer, Polyresin, Color Laminate

- **Material Design**
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

**Product Features**

- Strong acoustical properties: NRC of .55 (Alpha W .40 (M)) by itself, and NRC of .70 (Alpha W .60 (M)) when combined with 3form acoustic foam

- Standard frame and standard tile shape

- Easy to change out tiles as design dictates

- Design online using the Wovin Wall configuration tool

- Varia option supplied in 1/16" (1.58mm) gauge with color + Ghost

**Tile Shape**

- Standard
400.02 SIMPLESPEC
Symphony ceiling Shapes

Your Design Choices
✓ Shape Style
   Allegro, Adiago, Legatto, Forte, Vivace, Coda, Flow A, Flow B, and Valley
✓ Material Design
   For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• One full-size shape cut from a 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel. Refer to CAD drawings for actual dimensions
• Varia panel with various standard Shape patterns, including Valley, Flow A, Flow B, Allegro, Adiago, Legatto, Forte, Vivace, and Coda
• Variable socket specialty Shapes hardware system for ceiling attachment
• Anchoring substrate or blocking must accommodate weight of panels
• Holes pre-drilled
• Includes 8' (2438.4mm) cable length

Details
Variable Socket
60° maximum angle variation

Shapes
Allegro
Adiago
Legatto
Forte
Vivace
Coda
Flow A
Flow B
Valley

Your Design Choices

Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
400.02 SimpleSpec (Qty. nine) with Evo White
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

400.06 SimpleSpec with Chill
400.06 SIMPLESPEC
Wovin Wall by [wovin] modular ceiling feature

Your Design Choices
✓ Wall Feature Size
  Any space with a 20 sq ft minimum (1.9 sq meters)
✓ Material Type
  Varia, Merino Felt, Aluminum, Wood Veneer,
  Polyresin, Color Laminate
✓ Material design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia
Merino Felt
Aluminum
Wood Veneer
Polyresin
Color Laminate

Product Features
• Strong acoustical properties: NRC of .55
• [Alpha W .40 (M)] by itself, and NRC of .70
• [Alpha W .60 (M)] when combined with
• 3form acoustic foam
• 1/16" (1.58mm) gauge tiles
• Varia option supplied in 1/16" (1.58mm)
• gauge with color and an opaque layer
called Ghost to disguise hardware
• Standard frame and standard tile shape
• Easy to change out tiles as design dictates
• Design online using the Wovin Wall
• configuration tool

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC .55
Alpha W .40 (M)

*Not available outside the US and CAN
400.12 SIMPLESPEC
Alta ceiling Shapes

Your Design Choices
✓ Varia Pattern Style
For our wide range of pattern design options visit 3-form.com

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• Two Alta Shapes cut from a 48” × 96” × 1/4” (1220mm × 2440mm × 6.5mm) Varia panel
• Variable socket specialty Shapes hardware system for ceiling attachment
• Anchoring substrate or blocking must accommodate weight of panels
• Variable sockets allow cables to be angled in different directions
• Holes in the Shapes come pre-drilled
• Includes 8’ (2438.4mm) cable length

Details
Variable Socket
60° maximum angle variation

Size

60°
60°
60°
60°
60°
60°
60°
60°

53° (1355 mm)
45° (1155 mm)
52° (1355 mm)
44° (1155 mm)
7° (185 mm)
10° (254 mm)
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

400.11 SimpleSpec (Qty. six) with Paprika, Curry, and Gardenia
400.11 SIMPLESPEC
Solitude ceiling Shapes

Your Design Choices
✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• Two Solitude Shapes cut from a 48” × 96” × 1/4” (1220mm × 2440mm × 6.5mm) Varia panel
• Variable socket specialty Shapes hardware system for ceiling attachment
• Anchoring substrate or blocking must accommodate weight of panels
• Variable sockets allow cables to be angled in different directions
• Holes in the Shapes come pre-drilled

Details
Variable Socket
60° maximum angle variation

Size

58” (1473mm)
49” (1250mm)
42” (1067mm)
35” (890mm)
28” (711mm)
21” (533mm)
14” (356mm)
7” (179mm)

8” (203mm)
6” (152mm)
4” (102mm)
2” (51mm)
80

Prep for Go: SimpleSpec

400.16 SimpleSpec (Qty. three) with Citron, Lawn, and Rainforest
400.16 SIMPLESPEC
Sails ceiling Shapes

Your Design Choices
✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• Six Sails Shapes cut from a 48" × 96" × 1/4" (1220mm × 2440mm × 6.5mm) Varia panel
• Two 11.5" H × 89" L (292mm × 2260mm) and (4) 11.5" H × 44.5" L (292mm × 1130mm)
• Sails Shapes offer a fluid design element with a variety of configuration options
• Attach directly to ceiling with surface brackets
• Anchoring substrate or blocking must accommodate weight of panels
400.17 SIMPLESPEC
Flag ceiling Shapes

Your Design Choices
✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• Two Flag Shapes cut from a 48” × 96” × ¼” (1220mm × 2440mm × 6.5mm) Varia panel
• Four variable socket specialty hardware attachments per Shape
• Anchoring substrate or blocking must accommodate weight of panels
• Variable sockets allow cables to be angled in different directions
• Holes in the Shapes come pre-drilled
• Includes 8’ (2438.4mm) cable length

Details
Variable Socket
60° maximum angle variation

Size
41” (1050mm)
47” (1195mm)
10” (1000mm)

[Image of green flag ceiling shapes with variable socket details]
400.17 SimpleSpec (Qty. three) with Nectar
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

400.18 SimpleSpec and 400.19 SimpleSpec in Bluejay
400.18 SIMPLESPEC
Crimp ceiling Shapes

Your Design Choices
✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• Six Crimp Shapes cut from a 48” × 96” × 1/4” (1220mm × 2440mm × 6.5mm) Varia panel
• Two 11.5” H × 58” L (292mm × 1475mm) and two 11.5” H × 38” L (292mm × 965mm) Crimp Shapes
• Crimp Shapes offer a geometric design element with a variety of configuration options
• Attach directly to ceiling with surface brackets
• Anchoring substrate or blocking must accommodate weight of panels

Details
Surface Bracket
400.19 SIMPLESPEC
Parasol ceiling Shapes

Your Design Choices
✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• Four Parasol Shapes cut from a 48” × 96” × 1/4” (1220mm × 2440mm × 6.5mm) Varia panel
• Mini socket attachments allow cables to be angled in different directions
• Anchoring substrate or blocking must accommodate weight of panels
• Holes in the Shapes come pre-drilled

Details

Sputnik
Mini Variable Socket
37° maximum angle variation

Size

Your Design Choices
✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
400.42 SIMPLESPEC
Seeyond ceiling feature

Your Design Choices
✔ Height and Width
✔ Pattern Options
Court, Tilt, Cusp, Billow, Kink
✔ Sola Felt Color
For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/seeyond

Material
Sola Felt

Lead Time
Two weeks
(not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC 1.10
Alpha W 1.00

Product Features
• NRC rating of 1.10, (Alpha W 1.00)
• Made of 1/4” (6mm) PET felt offered in fifteen colors
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)
• Easy to install
• Minimum width and height of 50” (1270mm); maximum width and height of 480” (12195mm). Average depth of feature is 4” (100mm) and will depend on the design

Pattern Options
Court, Tilt, Cusp, Billow, Kink

Color
Ruby, Aries, Citrine, Admiral, Oxford
Zinc, Moon, Cashmere, Burnt Umber, Hunter
Nickel, Armor, Mineral, Cast, Ebony

Your Design Choices

- Height and Width
- Pattern Options
  - Court, Tilt, Cusp, Billow, Kink
- Sola Felt Color

For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/seeyond

Material
Sola Felt

Lead Time
Two weeks
(not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC 1.10
Alpha W 1.00

Product Features
• NRC rating of 1.10, (Alpha W 1.00)
• Made of 1/4” (6mm) PET felt offered in fifteen colors
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)
• Easy to install
• Minimum width and height of 50” (1270mm); maximum width and height of 480” (12195mm). Average depth of feature is 4” (100mm) and will depend on the design

Pattern Options
Court, Tilt, Cusp, Billow, Kink

Color
Ruby, Aries, Citrine, Admiral, Oxford
Zinc, Moon, Cashmere, Burnt Umber, Hunter
Nickel, Armor, Mineral, Cast, Ebony

88 Ready to Go: SimpleSpec
**400.46 SIMPLESPEC**

**Divy suspended baffle**

**Your Design Choices**
- **Pattern Options and Material Design**
  For pattern and color options visit 3-from.com/SimpleSpec
- **Partition Width**
  Any width, in 72.375" (1838mm) segments
- **Hardware Finish**
  Stainless, Black Oxide

**Material**
- Sola Felt with Birch Frame

**Lead Time**
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

**Absorption**
- NRC: .75
- Alpha W: .70 (H)

**Product Features**
- Sola Felt attached to Birch Frame, suspended on cables
- One 24.375" x 72.375" (619mm x 1838mm) Divy baffle is the smallest unit. For Wider applications, additional panels will be added
- NRC rating of .75 [Alpha W .70 (H)]
- Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)
- Easy to install
- Available in 15 standard Sola Felt Colors

**Pattern Options**
- Plane
- Margin
- Vim
- Accord
- Net
- Quint

**Color**
- Ruby
- Aries
- Citrine
- Admiral
- Oxford
- Hunter
- Zinc
- Moon
- Cashmere
- Nickel
- Armor
- Burnt Umber
- Mineral
- Cast
- Ebony

**Hardware Finish**
- Stainless
- Black Oxide

**Your Design Choices**
- Pattern Options and Material Design
  For pattern and color options visit 3-from.com/SimpleSpec
- Partition Width
  Any width, in 72.375" (1838mm) segments
- Hardware Finish
  Stainless, Black Oxide
400.46 SimpleSpec (Qty. five) with Net, Nickel, Black Oxide
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

400.37 SimpleSpec (Qty. eight) with Contour, Flood × 2 + Surf × 2, and Flood + Surf
400.37 SIMPLESPEC
Edge modular ceiling feature

Your Design Choices
✓ Ceiling Feature Width
  Any width in 42” (1070mm) segments
✓ Material Type
  Varia, Sola Felt
✓ Pattern options and Material Design
  For pattern and color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia
Sola Felt

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Sola Felt
Absorption
NRC .45
Alpha W .45 (H)

Product Features
- Edge ceiling modules are 96” long × 42” wide (2440mm × 1070mm).
  For wider applications additional modules will be added and cut to fit overall specified size.
- Eight Edge ceiling fins per module
- NRC rating of .45, (Alpha W .45 (H)) when specified in 3form Sola felt
- Easy to install
- Modules can endlessly repeat at 42” (1070mm) wide increments

Pattern Options
Uniform  Fan  Stepped
Contour  Jagged  Diagonal
Arc  Hourglass  Angle

Configuration
Straight with option to add panels

Shown with optional added module
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

400.43 SimpleSpec (Qty. five) with Goldenrod Merino Felt
400.43 SIMPLESPEC
Velo Concave, Convex

Your Design Choices
✓ Feature Size
  Any size with an 8 tile minimum
✓ Material Type and Color
  Varia, Merino Felt; for color options
  visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
✓ Shape options
  Concave or Convex

Create your design with our online configuration tool
at 3-form.com/system/velo

Material
Varia
Merino Felt

Lead Time
Two weeks
(not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC .55
Alpha W .55

Product Features
• 8 five-sided shapes molded from a
  48” × 96” × 1/16” (1220mm × 2440mm × 1.6mm) Varia Panel
• Concave or Convex design option
• Varia option supplied in 1/16” (1.58mm)
gauge with color (add Powder for 45% light transmission, or Avalanche for 1% light transmission)
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)
• NRC rating of .55 (Alpha W .55)
• Modules can endlessly repeat

Shape Options
Concave
Convex

Color
For all 30 Merino Felt color options, visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
Red Orange Goldenrod Avocado Teal
Liberty Blue Peacock Charcoal Royal Purple Raspberry Jam
Latte Taupe Milky White Heather Gray Black

3-form.com/SimpleSpec 95
400.44 SIMPLESPEC
Clario 24 × 24, 24 × 48

Your Design Choices

✅ Feature Size
   Any size with a 4 baffle minimum for the 24” × 24” option or 2 baffle minimum for the 24” × 48” option.

✅ Sola Felt Color
   For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

✅ Size options
   24” × 24” or 24” × 48”

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/system/clario

Material
Sola Felt

Lead Time
Two weeks (not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC .70
Alpha W .65 (MH)

Product Features
• Made of 3/16” (4.5mm) PET felt offered in fifteen colors
• NRC rating of .70 [Alpha W .65 (MH)]
• Easy to install
• Design online using the Clario configuration tool
• For obstructions, cut outs or irregular sizes, Sola Felt flat tiles are available

Sizes
24” × 24”
24” × 48”

Can also be used with 24mm grid systems on a 600mm × 600mm / 1200mm × 1200mm module

Color
Ruby
Aries
Citrine
Admiral
Oxford
Zinc
Moon
Cashmere
Burnt Umber
Hunter
Nickel
Armor
Mineral
Cast
Ebony

Your Design Choices

✅ Feature Size
   Any size with a 4 baffle minimum for the 24” × 24” option or 2 baffle minimum for the 24” × 48” option.

✅ Sola Felt Color
   For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

✅ Size options
   24” × 24” or 24” × 48”

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/system/clario

Material
Sola Felt

Lead Time
Two weeks (not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC .70
Alpha W .65 (MH)

Product Features
• Made of 3/16” (4.5mm) PET felt offered in fifteen colors
• NRC rating of .70 [Alpha W .65 (MH)]
• Easy to install
• Design online using the Clario configuration tool
• For obstructions, cut outs or irregular sizes, Sola Felt flat tiles are available

Sizes
24” × 24”
24” × 48”

Can also be used with 24mm grid systems on a 600mm × 600mm / 1200mm × 1200mm module

Color
Ruby
Aries
Citrine
Admiral
Oxford
Zinc
Moon
Cashmere
Burnt Umber
Hunter
Nickel
Armor
Mineral
Cast
Ebony

Your Design Choices

✅ Feature Size
   Any size with a 4 baffle minimum for the 24” × 24” option or 2 baffle minimum for the 24” × 48” option.

✅ Sola Felt Color
   For color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

✅ Size options
   24” × 24” or 24” × 48”

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/system/clario

Material
Sola Felt

Lead Time
Two weeks (not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC .70
Alpha W .65 (MH)

Product Features
• Made of 3/16” (4.5mm) PET felt offered in fifteen colors
• NRC rating of .70 [Alpha W .65 (MH)]
• Easy to install
• Design online using the Clario configuration tool
• For obstructions, cut outs or irregular sizes, Sola Felt flat tiles are available

Sizes
24” × 24”
24” × 48”

Can also be used with 24mm grid systems on a 600mm × 600mm / 1200mm × 1200mm module

Color
Ruby
Aries
Citrine
Admiral
Oxford
Zinc
Moon
Cashmere
Burnt Umber
Hunter
Nickel
Armor
Mineral
Cast
Ebony
400.45 SIMPLESPEC
Tetria 00, 01, 02, 03

Your Design Choices
✓ Feature Size
Any size with 4 tile minimum
✓ Material Type and Color
Merino Felt, for color options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec
✓ Tile Shape
Three dimensional options (01, 02, 03), and flat option (00)

Create your design with our online configuration tool at 3-form.com/system/tetria

Material
Merino Felt

Lead Time
Two weeks (not including transit time)

Absorption
NRC .85
Alpha W .85

Product Features
• 24” × 24” Drop in ceiling tiles using standard 15/16” drop ceiling grid
• NRC rating of .85 (Alpha W 0.85)
• Easy to install
• Design online using the Tetria configuration tool
• Modules can endlessly repeat
• For obstructions, cut outs or irregular sizes, flat tiles are available (00)
• Carries a Class A fire rating (US only)

Shape Options

Color
For all 30 Merino Felt color options, visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Red Orange Goldenrod Avocado Teal
Liberty Blue Peacock Charcoal Royal Purple Raspberry Jam
Latte Taupe Milky White Heather Gray Black
RECEPTION DESKS
600.01 SIMPLESPEC
Front lightbox reception desk

Your Design Choices
✓ Size
  Small or large reception front lightbox
✓ Material Color
  Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio at 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Chroma

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
- Two sizes: small and large
- Five-sided lightbox
- Chroma color includes a diffusion layer called Powder, for even light diffusion
- Installs to existing millwork (not included) with panel clips provided
- Proprietary light fixtures for optimal lighting
- Designed for easy access to lighting; millwork must also allow lighting access
- Includes dimming option
- Weight must be supported at the bottom

Details

Corner Seam

Sizes

Small
48" W × 31" H × 8" D
(1220mm × 785mm × 205mm)

Large
96" W × 31" H × 8" D
(2440mm × 785mm × 205mm)
600.02 SIMPLESPEC
Wrapped lightbox reception desk

Your Design Choices

- **Size**
  Small or large reception wrapped lightbox in a left-side or right-side configuration

- **Orientation**
  Left or right

- **Material Color**
  Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio at 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material

- **Chroma**

Lead Time

- Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features

- Two sizes: large and small
- Solution can be inverted for a right-side or left-side attachment
- Chroma color includes a diffusion layer (Powder) for even light diffusion
- Installs easily to existing millwork (not included), not a stand-alone fixture
- Proprietary light fixtures for optimal lighting
- Designed for easy access to lighting; millwork must also allow lighting access

Sizes

Small, left-side orientation

- 28” W × 42” L × 24” H
- (710mm × 1070mm × 610mm)

Large, left-side orientation

- 40” W × 64” L × 30” H
- (1015mm × 1625mm × 765mm)
600.19 SIMPLESPEC
Wrapped geometric lightbox reception desk

Your Design Choices

✔️ Orientation
  Left or right

✔️ Material Color
  Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio
  at 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Chroma

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features

• Solution can be inverted for a right-side or left-side attachment
• Chroma color in 1/2” and 1” gauge includes a diffusion layer called Powder for even light diffusion
• Installs easily to existing millwork (not included); not a stand-alone fixture
• Proprietary light fixtures for optimal lighting
• Designed for easy access to lighting; millwork must also allow lighting access
• Utilizes our standard Focal series indirect lighting solution

Size

Left-side orientation
70.22” W × 27” H × 28” D
(1784mm × 686mm × 711mm)
108

Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

600.18 SimpleSpec (Qty. two) with Marigold
600.18 SIMPLESPEC
Inverted lightbox reception desk

Your Design Choices
✓ Size
  High or Low inverted lightbox
✓ Material Color
  Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio at 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Chroma

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• Two sizes: High and Low
• Chroma in 1” gauge with Glacier for light transmission
• Installs easily to existing millwork (not included); not a stand-alone fixture
• Proprietary light fixtures for optimal lighting
• Designed for easy access to lighting; millwork must also allow lighting access
• Comes with a multi-channel RGB controller, allowing lighting color to be changed independently on top and bottom to create a blending effect
• Installs using a lift-and-drop, so overhead space must be clear for the full height of the lightbox

Sizes

High
48” W × 38” H × 11.5” D
(1219mm × 965mm × 292mm)

Low
72” W × 26” H × 11.5” D
(1829mm × 660mm × 292mm)
600.17 SIMPLESPEC
Edge-lit Chroma countertop with RGB lighting

Your Design Choices
✓ Countertop Depth
  6" min, 24" max (152mm - 610mm)

Material
Chroma

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• Countertop is 96" long (2440mm)
• White Out Chroma countertop with pre-configured RGB edge-lighting to provide color
• Proprietary LED illumination inside fabricated channel
• White Out backing can be glued to sub-top with recommended overhang for access to LED lighting
• Comes with standard, monochromatic RGB controller

Details
Edge Lighting
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

600.06 SimpleSpec with Fray, Smoke
600.06 SIMPLESPEC
Front inset lightbox reception desk

Your Design Choices
✔️ Size
  Small or large inset lightbox
✔️ Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• Two sizes: small and large
• Varia includes a diffusion layer (Powder) for even light diffusion
• Face mounted into existing millwork (not included) for easy access to lighting; millwork must also allow lighting access
• Proprietary light fixtures for optimal lighting

Sizes

Small
72" × 36"
(1830mm × 915mm)

Large
90" × 36"
(2440mm × 915mm)
600.20 SIMPLESPEC
Front inset profile reception desk

Your Design Choices
✓ Size
  48” × 96” (1220mm × 2440mm) minimum, no maximum
✓ Material Type
  Merino Felt, Ready to Paint, Standard finish, Unfinished, Wood Finish
✓ Pattern Options and Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Profile

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 48” × 96” (1220mm × 2440mm) Profile Panel is the smallest unit of measure. For taller or wider applications additional panels will be added and cut to size
• Specify Profile panels in 18 standard finishes or finish on site with primer and paint
• Patterns can be specified to run either vertically or horizontally
• Installs easily to existing millwork (not included); not a stand-alone fixture

Material Options
Merino Felt
- TRIG
- Braid
- Luxe
- Tread

Wood
- BRUSHED COPPER
- BRUSHED GUNMETAL
- BRONZED LINEN
- BRUSHED BRONZE
- SILVER GRAIN
- BRUSHED IRON

Pattern Options
- Burst
- Zing
- Crest
- Switch

Standard Finish
100.01 SIMPLESPEC
Frameless wall-mount sliding door with floor guide

Your Design Choices
- Doorway Opening Size
  20" W × 77.5" H (510mm × 1970mm) minimum, 40" W × 95.5" H (1015mm × 2425mm) maximum size
- Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
- One 48" × 96" × 1/2" (1220mm × 2440mm × 12.5mm) Varia panel makes up a single wall-mounted sliding door. Panel dimension plus hardware is the standard door unit and maximum size. Smaller sizes will be cut from the full panel
- Slide01 hardware system with floor guide, wall-mounted with exposed rollers
- Stiffener handles provide rigidity to material

Details
Wall Mount  Floor Guide  Mounting  Handle  Stiffener

Configuration
Single, Wall Mount Configuration
100.05 SIMPLESPEC
Framed sliding door with weight borne on the floor

Your Design Choices
✓ Doorway Opening Size
10.5" W × 25.5" H (265mm × 645mm) minimum,
46.5" W × 96" H (1180mm × 2440mm) maximum size
✓ Material Design
For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel makes up a single wall-mounted sliding door. Panel dimension plus hardware is the standard door unit and maximum size. Smaller sizes will be cut from the full panel
• Slide04 framed sliding door solution requires floor track
• Weight borne on the floor
100.06 SimpleSpec (Qty. two) with Fray, Pearl
100.06 SIMPLESPEC
Framed sliding door with weight borne at the header

Your Design Choices
✓ Doorway Opening Size
  22.7" W × 20.5" H (575mm × 520mm) minimum,
  94.7" W × 98.4" H (2405mm × 2500mm) maximum size
✓ Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• Two 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panels
  make up two bypassing sliding doors. Panel dimension plus hardware is the
  standard door unit and maximum size. Smaller sizes will be cut from
  the full panel
• Slide05 framed sliding door solution with concealed floor
  guide; no floor track
• Weight borne at the header

Details

Configuration

Ceiling Mount
T-shaped Profile

Bypassing, Ceiling Mount
100.08 SIMPLESPEC

Frameless sliding door with weight borne at the header

Your Design Choices
- Doorway Opening Size
  45.25" W × 82" H (1150mm × 2080mm) minimum,
  93.25" W × 100" H (2370mm × 2540mm) maximum size
- Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
- Two 48" × 96" × 1/2" (1220mm × 2440mm × 12.5mm) Varia panels make up two bypassing sliding doors. Panel dimension plus hardware is the standard door unit and maximum size. Smaller sizes will be cut from the full panel.
- Slide06 hardware with floor guide
- Weight borne at the header
- Stiffener handles provide rigidity to material

Details
Ceiling Mount
Floor Guide Mounting

Configuration
Bypassing, Ceiling Mount
100.34 SimpleSpec with Ash, Gunmetal Gray, and Strand Iron

Also shown: 200.47 SimpleSpec
100.34 SIMPLESPEC
Wood Frame hardware system, pivot door

Your Design Choices
✓ Doorway Opening Size (door includes jamb)
  12" W × 18" H (305mm × 455mm) minimum,
  53.375" W × 100.25" H (1355mm × 2545mm) maximum
✓ Wood Finish Color
  Natural, White Wash, Warm Gray, Gunmetal Gray,
  Dark Chocolate, Butterscotch
✓ Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel plus
  hardware is the standard door unit and maximum size. Smaller sizes will be cut
  from the full panel
• Door will ship with frame and jamb
  completely assembled at the opening
  size specified (anchoring of pivot hinge
  into floor required during installation)
• Standard door has a milled-out section
  in the frame to use as a handle
• Standard door uses a ball catch
  for closure with a one-way swing

Color
- Natural
- White Wash
- Warm Gray
- Gunmetal Gray
- Dark Chocolate
- Butterscotch

Detail
Wood handle

Your Design Choices
✓ Doorway Opening Size (door includes jamb)
  12" W × 18" H (305mm × 455mm) minimum,
  53.375" W × 100.25" H (1355mm × 2545mm) maximum
✓ Wood Finish Color
  Natural, White Wash, Warm Gray, Gunmetal Gray,
  Dark Chocolate, Butterscotch
✓ Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel plus
  hardware is the standard door unit and maximum size. Smaller sizes will be cut
  from the full panel
• Door will ship with frame and jamb
  completely assembled at the opening
  size specified (anchoring of pivot hinge
  into floor required during installation)
• Standard door has a milled-out section
  in the frame to use as a handle
• Standard door uses a ball catch
  for closure with a one-way swing

Color
- Natural
- White Wash
- Warm Gray
- Gunmetal Gray
- Dark Chocolate
- Butterscotch

Detail
Wood handle

Your Design Choices
✓ Doorway Opening Size (door includes jamb)
  12" W × 18" H (305mm × 455mm) minimum,
  53.375" W × 100.25" H (1355mm × 2545mm) maximum
✓ Wood Finish Color
  Natural, White Wash, Warm Gray, Gunmetal Gray,
  Dark Chocolate, Butterscotch
✓ Material Design
  For color and pattern options visit 3-form.com/SimpleSpec

Material
Varia

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• One 48" × 96" × 3/8" (1220mm × 2440mm × 9.5mm) Varia panel plus
  hardware is the standard door unit and maximum size. Smaller sizes will be cut
  from the full panel
• Door will ship with frame and jamb
  completely assembled at the opening
  size specified (anchoring of pivot hinge
  into floor required during installation)
• Standard door has a milled-out section
  in the frame to use as a handle
• Standard door uses a ball catch
  for closure with a one-way swing

Color
- Natural
- White Wash
- Warm Gray
- Gunmetal Gray
- Dark Chocolate
- Butterscotch

Detail
Wood handle
TABLES & SHELVES
650.11 SIMPLESPEC
Rise table

Your Design Choices
✔ Size
Small or large table
✔ Material Color
Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio at 3-form.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Chroma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Lead Time | Three weeks (not including transit time) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Features</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rift White Oak leg with carbide-colored, powder-coated steel base</td>
<td>1” thick (25mm) Chroma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sizes

Small
36” W, 72” L, 30” H
(915mm × 1830mm × 765mm)

Large
42” W, 96” L, 30” H
(1070mm × 2440mm × 765mm)
Stand table

Your Design Choices
✓ Size
  Large, small, coffee table
✓ Chroma Color
  Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio at 3-form.com

Material
Chroma

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• Adjustable leveling feet included
• Anodized aluminum base
• 1” thick (25mm) Chroma

Sizes

Large
32” W × 72” L × 30” H
(815mm × 1830mm × 765mm)

Small
30” W × 30” L × 30” H
(765mm × 765mm × 765mm)

Coffee Table
24” W × 36” L × 16” H
(610mm × 915mm × 405mm)
650.06 SIMPLESPEC
Conference table

Your Design Choices
☑️ Size
Large or small table
☑️ Chroma Color
Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio at 3-form.com

Material
Chroma

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
- Adjustable leveling feet included
- Anodized aluminum base
- 1" thick (25mm) Chroma

Sizes

Large
34" W × 96" L × 30" H
(865mm × 2440mm × 765mm)

Small
36" W, 72" L, 30" H
(915mm × 1830mm × 765mm)
500.03 SIMPLESPEC
Lightbox shelving

Your Design Choices
✔ Three large or six small shelves
✔ Material color
   Choose from 250 colors in our Color Portfolio at 3-form.com

Material
Chroma

Lead Time
Three weeks
(not including transit time)

Product Features
• Two sizes: Large: three 96” (2440mm) shelves, Small: six 48” (1220mm) shelves
• Chroma color includes a diffusion layer (Powder) for even light diffusion
• Easy attachment to wall with aluminum angle provided
• Fabricated box with minimal visible hardware
• Weight bearing: 40 lbs. (18kg) per shelf
• LED lights for optimal illumination
• Light on all five exposed sides

Sizes

Large
Three 96” (2440mm)

Small
Six 48” (1220mm)
136
Ready to Go: SimpleSpec

500.04 SimpleSpec with Chroma Clear, RGB lighting
500.04 SIMPLESPEC
Edge-lit Chroma Fin shelf with RGB lighting

Your Design Choices

✔ Shelf Depth
6” min, 12” max (152mm, 305mm)

Material
Clear Chroma only

Lead Time
Three weeks (not including transit time)

Product Features
• Fin shelf is 96” long (2440mm) with 1” thick (25mm) clear Chroma (no color)
• Clear Chroma with a Renewable Matte is colored with RGB lighting
• Proprietary LED illumination
• Easy attachment to wall with valance to cover attachment hardware
• Comes with standard, monochromatic RGB controller
• Weight bearing: 56 lbs. (25kg) per 96” (2440mm) of shelving

Details

Mounting
Sequoia One | Workplace Solutions
Solution: 200.30
Location: San Francisco, CA
Design: Jessica Buchanan
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Pat Summit Clinic at University of Tennessee Medical Center
Solution: 200.29 SimpleSpec
Location: Knoxville, TN
Design: Johnson Architecture
Photo: University of Tennessee Medical Center
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Rice Energy
Solution: 300.31 SimpleSpec
Location: Canonsburg, PA
Design: NEXT Architecture
Photo: Denmarsh Photography
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McDermott
Solution: 300.32 SimpleSpec
Location: Houston, TX
Design: HOK
Photo: HOK
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Project Explorer
Solution: 300.33 SimpleSpec
Location: Reston, VA
Design: A2 Design, Inc
Photo: Hoachlander Davis Photography, LLC
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Fleming Architecture
Solution: 300.35 SimpleSpec
Location: Memphis, TN
Design: Fleming Architects
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The Bartlett
Solution: 300.41 SimpleSpec
Location: Arlington, VA
Design: Hartman Design Group
Photo: Ron Solomon Photography
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Corporate Learning Center
Solution: 350.01 SimpleSpec
Design: NBBJ
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Long Street Clinic
Solution: 400.02 SimpleSpec
Location: Gainsville, GA
Design: Warner Summers
Photo: Jim Roof Creative Photography
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Marmalade Library
Solution: 400.06 SimpleSpec
Location: Salt Lake City, UT
Design: Balock & Partners Architectural Design Studio
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Blue Cross Blue Shield
Solution: 400.37
Location: Sacramento, CA
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Cary Grossman Health & Wellness Center
Solution: 600.06 SimpleSpec
Location: Jupiter, FL
Design: Stephen L. Boruff Architects + Planners
Photo: Carlisle Photography
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At 3form® we believe in Smart Design for a Better World. Our approach promotes craftsmanship, community, sustainability, and respect for the environments where we work and live.